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THIS IS THE FIRST IN A SERIES OF ARTICLES IN WHICH WE WILL

introdu ce REACTS, the Radio-Electronics Advanced
ConTrol System. Over the next few months, we wi!! build
a control/robotics computer called the REACTS 7000,
which is based upon the DataBlocks, Inc. Altair II system,
a complete line of modular control elements currently
available for personal and industrial-contro l comp uters .
We' ll also build all the peripherals the computer will need
in order to perform a wide variety of contro l functions. In
addition, we will show you how to use your computer in
real applications.

Control computers
Control computers differ from conventional computers

in several important ways. One of those differences, the
ability to easily interface with a huge variety of external
devices, gives the control computer the potential, over the
next few years, to revolutionize our lives in more ways than
anything yet produced by mankind.

In a typical home, there are applications for dozens of
control computers . Some simple applications include con
trolling appliances; adjusting the heating , air con
ditioning, and/or humidity; minimizing power consump
tion; and ultimately running a robot lawnmower or vacuum
cleaner so you won't have to .

REACTS 7000 is designed to be comp letely modular,
with each module containing the circuitry to perform one
or more complete functions. It also uses conventional
programming languages (BASIC, C , assembly, etc.).
Each subunit or module in the computer plugs into every
other module . For example, the first module we will build
is the central processor/computer module . That module is
a complete stand alone system that includes its own mem
ory, seria l port, disk, vectored interrupt, real-time clock,
system clock, memory-expansion hardware and all neces-

A complete, sophisticated
control computer that is capable of
operating almost every appliance
or system in your home, and more!

H. EDWARD ROBERTS, M.D.
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sary buffers. In other words, it is a
complete.personal computer. Follow
ing that , we will build modules that
contain semiconductor disk systems
along with integral PROM program
mers, complete CRT terminals, AID
converter modules, stepping-motor
modules, etc.

The goal of this series of articles is
to make you the system designer. You
do the designing by simply selecting
what modules you need for your ap
plication. Those modules are then
stacked together in any order to create
a custom control computer for any
application. You need only to pick a
language and write the program. Sur
prisingly, most control applications
require simple programs.

Central to REACTS is the soft
hardware concept. Soft-hardware is
simply hardware that can be changed
or altered as easily as software. The
author first developed the concept at
MITS while de signing the Altair
computer, but only recently has it
been possible to exploit it in a prac
tical way. Over the next few months
you will see how we achieve soft
hardware using straightforward, well
established principles . Indeed, the
main requirement for soft-hardware is
to make sure that each module 's oper
ation doesn't interfere with the opera
tion of any other module. Addi
tionally, each module must be self
sufficient mechanically and elec
trically, Further, each module should
provide shielding to meet FCC re
quirements, and each module must
provide its own motherboard.

CPU module
The REACTS CPU module con

sists of a microprocessor, 64K static
RAM, 32K EPROM disk system, se
rial I/O port, vectored interrupt sys
tem, completely buffered bus drivers,
crystal-controlled clock, I-megabyte
memory-expansion subsystem, and
internal sense switches . If you aren't
familiar with any of those terms ,
don 't give up! Stick with us as we are
going to discuss each item individu
ally and will explore the engineering
philosophy used in each decision.

~ Cost and reliability are important
z considerations with any computer
~ system, but to a large extent they de
t; termine where and when it is practical
~ to use a control computer. For in
lJ.Jo stance , it is not practical to use a
(5 $20,000 dedicated computer to
-c
a: provide security and environmental
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control for your $100,000 home. On
the other hand, if the same job could
be done by a computer system that
sold for $5, nobody could afford to be
without one . Similarly, a system that
would automatically drive your car to
work but was only 99.5% reliable
would not be very interesting.

Our goal is to design a machine that
is affordably priced and as close as
possible to being 100% reliable . That
is accomplished by eliminating me
chanical subsystems and using spe
cial connectors. Cost is controlled, to
a large extent, by the soft-hardware
concept; you only include what is re
quired for the particular application.

There are some problems along the
way with developing an "ultimate"
control computer. First, most of us
don't have a $250,000 micro
processor-development lab . We have
to be able to develop the hardware and
software we need on the target system
(a target system is the final product of
a development project). But, that re
quires the development of both hard
ware and software that may only be
needed for development and then
scrapped when finished.

Fortunately, the soft-hardware ap
proach allows us to use our target
system as the development system.
We do that by including the develop-

ment modules (CRT controllers,
PROM burners, etc.) during the de
velopment stage and then removing
the unneeded development modules
when finally we install the target sys
tem. That approach is especially eco
nomical for those who will build
multiple systems.

Most board-level computers are de
signed to work with custom software
because that is the easiest to imple
ment. The approach we will take is to
use a disk operating system even on
the most minimal system. That allows
us to use a disk-operating system with
all its inherent power. There are a
number of disk operating systems
from which to choose, but a CP/M
like system is familiar to both MS
DOS users as well as CP/M users . For
that reason , we are using the
DataBlocks disk-operating system
which is a superset of CP/M; indeed,
all standard CP/M software will be
compatible with our system.

Included in the operating system
are all the utilities needed for develop
ment, such as drivers for the PROM
programmer, drivers for printers, de
bug routines, etc . Those special util
ities can be left out of the final target
system if desired, to minimize system
size and cost.

Design principles
The following discussion will give

you an idea of the design concepts
used in engineering REACTS. It will
also give you a feel for the tradeoffs
made in the design of the system.

The microprocessor used in the
CPU module is a version of the Z-80.
That is probably the most popular and
widely used microprocessor ever
made. It has become the standard in
the control industry, and more person
al computers have been built using it
than any other microprocessor. It isn't
the fastest of the microprocessors
indeed some of the newer high-perfor
mance microprocessor systems will
out-perform it by a factor of 20 to 1.
But of the modem microprocessors it
is the easiest to understand, and it
does not have any unpredictable or
"funny" interfacing quirks . That is
especially important to the non-expert
designer. As we proceed, you will see
how we get around the processor
speed problem by using the principle
of distributed processing; that is the
use of multiple processors in a single
system. The multiprocessor concept
is based on the assumption that com-



FIG. 1-EACH MODULE'S MOTHERBOARD interfaces to the REACTS system bus via
feed-through Molex connectors.
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REACTS disk
In order to meet our design criteria,

even the most minimum system will
contain a disk. That is achieved in our
sys te m by using a U V-erasabl e
PROM disk . That disk is seen as a
disk by both the external hardware
and software. It has all the attributes
of a write-protected magnetic disk,
save one: it operates at blinding
speeds. In later articles, we will build
larger semiconductor disk systems as
well as a PROM programmer that al
lows you to bum your own PROM
disk system for the computer.

REACTS makes extensive use of
RAM and PROM disks. Semiconduc
tor disks are significantly more relia
ble than conventional magnetic disk
drives since there are no movin g
parts. They also consume much less
power an d are sma ller. If large
amounts of data need to be stored ,
then a magnetic disk becomes more
attractive. In later articles, we will
build a miniature floppy disk that's
appropriate for mass storage and that
will be compatible with our system .
The overwhelming advantage of the
semiconductor disk is speed.

The random-access time of a mod
em high-speed hard-disk system is
approximately 25 milliseconds. The
random- access time of our disk is ap
proximately 10 microseconds, or ap
proximately 2500 times faster. That is
one of the reasons why our system is
capable of outperforming some of the
bigger and more exp ens ive pro-

whether it should look for a terminal
or start executing a program. Ina real
target system, the sense switches
would be used to select which pro
gram is loaded at auto start-up.

puters are free. It turns out that the
principle is reasonably valid in prac
tice, since the CMOS Z-80 is less
expensive than a number of other IC's
in RE ACTS . We wi ll also use a
number of other techn iques that will
grea tly expand the power and ca
pability of the system.

REACTS CPU
To ge t an idea of how fast the RE

ACTS CPU module is in terms of
control functions, let's look at a sim
ple example. Assume we needed to
tum on or off 2000 switches in a pre-
defined manner. The high-speed ver-
sion of REACTS would be capable of
doing that at a rate of 500 times a
second, or approximately I-million
switch operations per second . The CPU module supports 9-levels

--The mi croproces sor u se o- j"s o f"interrupts : one Non-Maskable In-
CMOS . Indeed, all component s in terrupt, or NMI , and 8 vectored lev-
the module are CMOS. That increases els . An interrupt-driven system is
cost, but it makes battery power, ei- especially useful in process control.
ther emergency or continuous, easy. There is somewhat of an aura of
In addition, the noise immuni ty is im- intimidation assoc iated with inter-
proved, and less heat is generated so rupts . But actually, they make pro-
no fans are needed. Further, less-ex- gramming simpler and much faster in
pensive power supplies can be used many applications. To use an inter-
and the system can be used in reia- rupt , you simply pull the line low.
tively confined quarters without the That halts the program that is cur-
problem of overheating. rently running and causes a jump to a

The minimum system memory is special subprogram in memory; its
64K of static CMOS RAM , but the much like a GOSUB command in
system will address a total of I mega- BASIC. The computer executes the
byte. Static RAM adds to the cost of interrupt program and then returns to
the system, but it does allow for easy the original program . Interrupts
battery powering and makes the sys- provide two advantages to the system
tern more predictable in a multi- designer. The first is that the interrupt-
processor and/or control env iron- ing device can be serviced at random;
ment. The addressing scheme is that is, the program doesn 't have to
straightforward with the exception of keep checking to see if a service is
the expanded memory. The expanded needed . Second, the interrupt can be
memory is based on a paging scheme serviced instantly; it doesn 't have to
that allows the computer to switch wait for the main program. Vectoring
pages of memory 32K bytes at a time. simply means that the interrupts have
We will discuss some specific uses of levels of priority and that a high-pri-
that memory in future articles . It is ority interrupt can interrupt a lower
interesting to note th at the page- priority one . Indeed , it is possible to
switching system allows the system to have a number of interrupts waiting
operate at effective direct-memory- for service in a busy system. In later
access speeds of 10gigabytes per sec- articles, we will see some detailed
ond. As a comparison, if we could examples of practical uses of the inter-
read a 40 megabyte disk that fast, it rupt system.
would only take 4 mill iseconds to The basic CPU modul e includes
read the whole disk! sense switches . Tho se are simply

A conventional RS-232 port is in- switches that can be set and read by
eluded in the basic CPU module. That the program . They are actually a
port can be used to connect to a termi- " poor man' s" keyboard. An example
nal , modem, or any other standard of where they are useful is in the de-
RS-232 device . The baud rate and sig- velopment vs. target system. In those
nal characteristics are under software systems, the computer checks to see
control and can be modified from the setting of the sense switch on
within the program. power up, and from that determines
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FIG. 2-THE EXTRUDED ALUMINUM CASE is designed to comply with FCC shielding
requirements.

connecting the proc essor from the
bus. That is a necessary condition in
multiprocessor schemes. Buffers are
not the most exci ting topic , but thei r
proper use is critical in a multi-p ro
cessor, soft-hardware system so they
will be addressed as we procede.

The standa rd module card is 8
inches by 5.3 inches and connect s to
the 120-line system bus using special
feed-through Molex connectors. See
Fig . . I . Those two connectors allow
the modules to be stacked togeth er in
any order. The bus that we are using is
the Alt air-II bu s devel oped b y
DataBlocks. Our system is designed
to be fully compatible with all the
existing DataBlocks modules and
software. At the present time, there
are literally dozens of different mod
ules available that use the DataBlocks
Altair-Il bus.

REACTS case
Each modul e can be provided with

its own shielded case that meets FCC
standards . If you desire , you ca n
mount the finished , unenclosed as
sembly inside a conducti ve case,
which also meets FCC requirements.
Figure 2 shows a module in its ex
truded aluminum case; note that the
rear panel has been removed for clar
ity. While that case is unique to RE
ACTS , it is co mpat ible with th e
standard Altair-II sys tem or equiv
alent s.

A word about FCC standards is ap
propriate at this time . Each builder is
respon sible to make sure he meets the
FCC requ irements . All modul es in
this series of articles are tested to the
most string e nt FCC requirements
usin g se lf-co ntai ned cases. Nev
ertheless, it is your respon sibility to
verify that your system doe sn't inter
fere with any other service .

The real-time clock is plugged into
the CPU-module board. That is done
to keep cos t at a minimum; the clock
need only be installed if an applica
tion requires it. An on-board NiCd
battery is used to provide backup
power for th e c loc k . Th e c lock
provides time , date , month , year, and
can be used to generate interrupts to
the main system. We will make exten
sive use of the clock in some of our
future articles .

That's all we have room for this
time . When we next meet we continue
our look at REACTS and show you
how to build the first of our modul es ,
the CPU . R-E

ware concept, the REACTS bus is
driven by CMOS drivers . No more
than 1 or 2 CMOS loads are ever
placed on the bus by any one modul e .
That buffer system also allows for dis-

cessors . Finally, semico nducto r disk
sys tems are muc h eas ier to und er
stand and much easier to use when
designin g custom software .

In order to mainta in the soft-hard-

THE REACTS 7000 control/robotics computer system cons ists of series of stackable
modules. Here, a four-module system consisting of the CPU, a power supply, a CRT/

~ printer interface and a PROM programmer is shown. The modules are shown out of their
z shielded cases.
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